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ABSTRACT
A model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana, duplicates its chromosomes without cell division, in
a process known as endoreplication. The primary objective of this study was to identify genes
and proteins that specifically accumulate in endoreplicated nuclei in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Analysis of nuclei sorted by fluorescent activated cell sorter (FACS) revealed that ploidy levels
and nuclear volume were positively correlated. However, the protein amounts among 2C, 4C,
and 8C nuclei had no significant differences. This indicated a decrease of the protein
concentration in endoreplicated nuclei. In contrast, the RNA amount in the 8C nuclei was 1.3and 1.4-fold higher than that in the 4C and 2C nuclei, respectively. This suggested an increase of
RNA after the second round of endoreplication.
The secondary objective was to identify the biological function of unique domains found
in Arabidopsis topoisomerase VI subunit B (AtTopVIB) that contributes to endoreplication.
Using the AtTopVIB amino acid sequence and protein database search engine, I identified two
unique domains to which I designated the insertion of the N-terminal domain (IND) and the
extension in the C-terminal domain (ECD). These domains are well conserved between
Arabidopsis and Oryza sativa (rice) but very unique in the entire family. Towards understanding
the biological function of these domains, I analyzed the localization of AtTopVIB in Arabidopsis
protoplasts with yellow-fluorescent protein (YFP). The results indicated that AtTopVIB was
localized in the nucleus. Also, I analyzed AtTopVIB self interaction in Arabidopsis protoplasts
using split-luciferase. The results indicated a weak self interaction of AtTopVIB. These results
suggested that the IND and ECD may be involved in the localization or self-interaction of
AtTopVIB in Arabidopsis cells.
vi

CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 The Cell-Cycle that Routes to Polyploidization
Two of the most fundamental aspects of cells are growth and division. Maintaining an
identical copy of genetic material in each cell during cell division is critical in somatic cells. This
process is controlled by the cell cycle 1. The plant cell cycle is regulated somewhat differently
from other eukaryotes. For instance, plants lack orthologs of the mammalian G1/S specific
cyclin-dependent kinases 4 and 6 (CDK4 and CDK6) but posses a plant specific B-type CDK2,3.
Yet they share the main mechanism of regulators controlling the cell cycle transition from one
phase to the next4. In order for somatic cells to divide, they need to undergo a mitotic cell cycle
that results in producing two diploid cells. The mitotic cell cycle encompasses 4 ordered phases,
G1, S, G2, and M-phase. Although the cell cycle of many eukaryotes requires the successful
completion of the M-phase prior to DNA replication in the S-phase, some highly specialized
cells skip the M-phase to obtain a polyploid DNA content8. For instance, human megakaryocytes
skip part of the M-phase (endomitosis), whereas Arabidopsis and Drosophila specialized cells
skip the entire M-phase (endoreplication) 2, 3, 6.
Fausto et al. showed that drugs, such as Chemokine (calcium tetrachloride) that was
reported to be toxic to hepatocytes, increased the ploidy level of mammalian hepatocytes which
suggests that polyploidization could be a physiological adaptation to cellular stress 5. Moreover,
due to the increase in cell size caused by polyploidization, Otto et al. suggests that
polyploidization may be the way to regulate tissue and organ size 6. In higher plants,
polyploidization was shown to be a part of their developmental program and the ploidy level
seems to increase with ageing 7. This case was also observed in diploid hepatocytes in newly born
mammals, which increased to tetraploid and octaploid with the ageing process8.
1

1.2 Polyploidization in Homo sapiens; Endomitosis
Bone-marrow precursor cells that give rise to blood platelets have a DNA content of up
to 128C (C is defined as the DNA content of a haploid nucleus), as opposed to the diploid DNA
content of 2C as a result of endomitosis. Endomitosis is a process in which the cell enters mitosis
with no nuclear envelope degradation and exiting the M-phase from late anaphase, resulting in
an enlarged cell with twice the DNA content per round of cell cycle 9. The biological function of
endomitosis is to produce large megakaryocytes with high ploidy level content which can
produce larger number of differentiated platelets compared to diploid megakaryocytes 10. The
molecular mechanism of endomitosis owes to the lack of the nuclear envelope degradation in
prophase and is due to the lack of proteins, such as the Aurora B Kinase, involved in the
formation of a network of anti-parallel microtubules between the separating chromosomes during
the metaphase/anaphase transition11.
1.3 Polyploidization in Drosophila elegans; Polytene Chromosome
In the salivary gland of the fruit fly Drosophila this endoreplicated nuclei have puffed
polytene chromosomes following S-phase with visible light and dark bands under the
microscope12. The dark bands represent areas of the genome that are densely packed, whereas the
light bands represent areas of the genome that are lightly packed. The puffs represent
transcriptionally active genes in the genome12. The sister chromatids stay aligned throughout the
cell cycle until the proceeding S-phase13. Although the precise function of forming polytene
chromosome is still unknown, it has been proposed that it occurs in highly specialized cells that
demand higher protein content to carry on their required function 14.
It has been reported that there is a significant under-presentation of the heterochromatin
DNA in duplicated genomes in salivary gland cells of Drosophila15,16. This is at least partially
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due to the oscillation of cyclin E (CycE) levels during the G1-S phase transition16. CycE is a
regulator of G1 to S-phase transition in mammalian cells17.The control of CycE levels during the
endocycles is regulated by an E3 ubiquitin ligase that transfers a ubiquitin molecule from the
cysteine of E2 ubiquitin-conjugated enzyme, to the lysine of the target protein for proteolysis by
the protoesome18,19. Hence, the hypomorphic P-element mutation of CycE (CycE1672) allows the
completion of the genomic duplication including the replication of the late heterochromatin in
Drosophila ovarian cells15.
1.4 Polyploidization in Arabidopsis thaliana, Endoreplication
Zuzana et al. suggested that endoreplication occurs in organisms with a small genome
size to increase their gene expression activity yielding higher protein content needed to carry on
their specialized function20. Melaragno et al. also suggested that endoreplication is part of a
developmental program in Arabidopsis21.
Unlike Drosophila salivary gland cells, Arabidopsis specialized cells, such as pavement
leaf cells and trichomes, undergo endoreplication producing uncondensed chromatin with no
visible puffs or bands. Morphological difference in the DNA between Drosophila polytene
chromosomes and Arabidopsis endoreplicated chromosomes suggests a difference in the
mechanism of chromosome sorting, decatenation, and chromosome condensation post
replication.
Cyclin dependent kinase B1;1 (CDKB1;1) is a key regulator of the transition from G2 to
the M-phase by interacting with cyclin A3;2 (CYCA3;2), cyclin A2;3 (CYCA2;3), and cyclin
D3;1 (CYCD3;1) in Arabidopsis. It is known that CDKB1;1 is highly expressed in dividing cells
and is down regulated at the onset of endoreplication22. Also, transgenic Arabidopsis
overproducing a dominant negative CDKB1;1 undergo increased endoreplication22. Hence,
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CDKB1;1 is considered the key molecule that control endoreplication in Arabidopsis. Another
CDKB found to control endoreplication is the CDKB1;2. Ectopic expression of CDKB1;2
switches the developmental fate of Arabidopsis trichomes from endoreplicating into mitotically
dividing cells 23. A different molecule that is also known to control the switch from the mitotic
cycle to endoreplication is CCS52A, an ortholog of the yeast and animal cdh1/srw1/fzr genes
acting as a substrate-specific activator of the anaphase-promoting complex (APC) ubiquitin
ligase. The CCS52A controls the degradation of mitotic cyclins 24. It has been reported that the
down regulation of CCS52A significantly reduces the ploidy level in M.trancatula nodules25.
Also, it has been reported that mis-expression of one of the three identified CCS52A genes (fzr1, fzr-2, fzr-3), fzr-2, is sufficient to drive endoreplication in Arabidopsis petals26. Also, a TDNA insertion in the fzr-2 gene (fzr2-1) in Arabidopsis resulted in smaller leaf cells that undergo
fewer endoreplication cycles26. This suggests that CCS52A plays a role in regulating the
developmental control between mitotic cycles and endoreplication.
Another gene that controls endoreplication and is involved in cell cycle regulation is the
SIAMESE (SIM). SIM function was reported to repress the mitotic division by interacting with
the regulators of G1 to S phase transition, D-type cyclins (CycD) and cyclin-dependent kinase
A;1 (CDKA;1), in Arabidopsis27. Mutations in SIM of Arabidopsis thaliana resulted in
multicellular trichomes that encompass single nuclei with a low ploidy level, a phenotype
strikingly different from that of wild-type trichomes27. Moreover, over-expression of SIM causes
enlarged epidermal cells with higher DNA content due to increase in the number of endocycles
in Arabidopsis thaliana27.
Other genes that are not involved in cell cycle regulation but control endoreplication in
Arabidopsis have been identified. These genes include rhl1, rhl2, hyp6, bin4, and midget all of
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which constitutes the topoisomerase VI complex in Arabidopis. Mutations in those genes
resulted in a similar phenotype of dwarf plants with reduced ploidy levels and smaller cell
size33,28,32,34. However, the mechanism by which the topoisomerase causes endoreplication is not
clear.

5

CHAPTER 2
CHARACTERIZATION OF ARABIDOPSIS ENDOREPLICATED NUCLEI

2.1 Introduction
Kato et al. established an Arabidopsis thaliana transgenic plant EL702C that has
GFP/lacI cassette integrated in two loci 4.2 Mbp apart on chromosome 3. The EL702C
transgenic plant was used to compare the chromosome movement in diploid and endoreplicated
nuclei by measuring the overall mean squared change in distance over the change in time
between the 2 inserted loci. The results showed that the change in distance squared over the
elapsed time in endoreplicated nuclei was significantly higher compared to diploid nuclei 29.
These results suggest a loss or modification in the protein content of Arabidopsis endoreplicated
nucleus. Attachment of the chromatin to the nuclear envelope is controlled by scaffold proteins,
known as lamin proteins, in animals30. In higher plants a nuclear matrix-localized protein
(MFP1) carrying a coiled-coil motif that binds to the nuclear matrix attachment regions of the
chromatin (MAR) has been identified31. Kato et al. raised the question of what could cause such
behavior inside the endoreplicated nucleus.
Mutational studies of genes such as rhl1, mid, and bin4, all of which are members of the
topoisomerase VI complex in Arabidopsis thaliana, identified a clear phenotype with reduced
endoreplication levels. Interestingly, none of these mutants eliminated the endoreplication
process completely and the plant still carried nuclei with ploidy level up to 8C in their leaf
tissues32,33,34. This suggests that the first two cycles of endoreplication may be essential for
embryo development.
A microarray analysis comparing the gene expression patterns between Arabidopsis
thaliana diploid and synthetic allopolyploid (formed by pollinating an autotetraploid species
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with another autotetraploid species) established by interspecific hybridization between
autotetraploid Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis arenosa was reported. Among
approximately 2430 cDNA studied, 11% displayed a change in expression in the S2-S4
(allotetraploid line self crossed for 3 generations) progenitors, compared to both parents.
Approximately 40 genes that are highly expressed in the parent Arabidopsis thaliana were
further analyzed to their expression rate in the progenitor. These genes encode proteins involved
in cell metabolism, cell division, protein transport, signal transduction, and transposons. Among
these genes 26 (60%) are down-regulated35. They also reported that this down-regulation is
caused by methylation on the chromosomes35.These silenced genes are thought to be
unnecessary in allopolyploid cells. Overall, this study showed a unique expression pattern in a
synthetic allotetraploid compared to Arabidopsis thaliana diploid seedlings suggesting a
difference in expression pattern between diploid and allopolyploid cells.
The studies mentioned above indicated that endoreplicated cells/nuclei may contain their
specific proteins and RNAs so that their biological function is specialized. Our goal was to
identify these proteins and RNAs that may be specifically accumulated in endoreplicated nuclei
to understand the biological function of endoreplication. A challenge to identify endoreplicatednuclei-specific proteins and RNAs is that a high number of nuclei are required to obtain enough
amounts of nuclear protein and RNA for downstream analysis. Galbraith et al. established a
nuclei sorting technique that yields a significantly high number of sorted nuclei compared to
other techniques such as the quantitative microphotometry that uses DNA specific dyes without
sorting36. Their method allows for the sorting of nuclei according to their DNA content using a
Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorter (FACS) 36.
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2.2 Objectives
Objective I: Optimizing the Condition to Collect the Sorted Nuclei
The method developed by Galbraith et al sorts 106 Arabidopsis thaliana nuclei in 10 mL
of Nuclei Sorting Buffer (NSB). I needed to concentrate the sorted nuclei from a volume of
10mL into smaller volumes of 100-200 µL to obtain enough amounts of protein and RNA to
identify the nuclear proteins and genes in endoreplicated nuclei. I used several approaches to
concentrate the sorted nuclei while preserving the integrity of its content.
Objective II: Measuring Arabidospsis thaliana Nuclear Volume, Protein, and RNA amounts
of Endoreplicated Nuclei
I wanted to determine the actual nuclear volumes, and the actual amount of proteins and
RNAs in endoreplicated nuclei. Therefore, I compared the nuclear volume and the amounts of
proteins and RNAs between diploid and endoreplicated nuclei. I hypothesized that Arabidopsis
thaliana endoreplicated nuclei have higher protein and RNA levels than diploid nuclei.
ObjectiveIII. Comparing the Protein and mRNA Content between Diploid and
Endoreplicated Nuclei by iTRAQ and Microarray Analysis
I hypothesized that there is a difference in the nuclear protein content between diploid
and polyploidy nuclei in Arabidopsis thaliana. I predicted that some proteins are biochemically
modified in endoreplicated nuclei causing the less restricted movement of the chromosomes. To
compare the protein content between diploid and endoreplicated nuclei I decided to use the
isobaric tag for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ) due to its comparative and rapid
results. The iTRAQ can compare up to 4 distinct samples simultaneously. After labeling the
different protein samples with the isobaric tags, dual mass spectrometry (MS/MS) fragmentation
gives the distinct reporter ions that are used to quantify their respective samples. The iTRAQ test
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requires 50-100 µg of protein per studied sample (diploid vs. endoreplicated) at a concentration
of 2.5 µg/µL.
It is also possible that some mRNAs are specifically accumulated in endoreplicated
nuclei in Arabidopsis. To compare the RNA content between diploid and endoreplicated nuclei I
decided to use the oligonucleotide microarray services offered by the David Galbraith lab at
Arizona State University. The microarray analysis requires 200 ng per ploidy level as a
minimum amount of total RNA per studied sample at a concentration of 20 ng/µL.
2.3 Materials and Methods


Nuclei Sorting
Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia ecotype was grown in long-day growth chamber (16 hrs

of light/8hr of dark). Leaves of 3 weeks old plants were chopped in a cold room with a single
edged razor blade in a glass petri-dish (diameter, 5 cm) containing a Nuclei Sorting Buffer
(NSB). The NSB contents: 45 mM magnesium chloride, 30 mM sodium citrate, 20 mM 3morpholinopropanesulfonic acid (MOPS), and Triton X- 100(1 mg/ml) at pH 7.0. The chopped
leaf suspension was then passed through a 50 µm nylon mesh and centrifuged at 500 x g for 3
minutes. The pellet was re-suspended in 5 mL of NSB containing 2 µl of 4',6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI) (100 µg/mL). For sorting, a fluorescence activated cell sorter (FACStarPlus,
Beckton Dickinson, Germany) with a 70 µm size nozzle equipped with an Argon-ion laser
(INNOVA 90C-5) emitting UV-light was used. 105 DAPI stained nuclei was sorted to collect 2C,
4C, and 8C nuclei in10mL NSB. Light microscopy equipped with DAPI filter was used to
confirm the presence of sorted nuclei.


Collecting the Sorted Nuclei
For collecting the sorted nuclei, 105 nuclei of 2C, 4C, and 8C ploidy in10 mL NSB was

centrifuged at different speeds and times. Initially, 10 mL of 2C sorted nuclei were centrifuged at
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850 x g for 10 min at 4°C as suggested by Meier et al.37. Twenty microliters of the centrifuged
nuclei solution was stained with DAPI (100 µg/mL) and used to quantify the nuclei number
using fluorescent microscope equipped with DAPI filter and a hemocytometer. In addition to this
conventional method, the following methods were employed to collect the sorted nuclei.
1. Ten milli-liters of 2C sorted nuclei was passed once through a 40 µm and another
through 100 µm nylon mesh (Amicon-ultra Inc., USA). Twenty microliters of the
filtrate and the flow-through were stained with DAPI and used to quantify the nuclei
number.
2. Ten milli-liters of 2C sorted nuclei was added to a10 kDa Millipore tubes (Millipore
Inc., USA), which recover proteins with molecular weight higher than 10 kDa, and
spun at 3,800 x g for 40 minutes at 4°C.
3. Ten milli-liters of 2C sorted nuclei was added in a 1:1 molar ratio to Gold nanoparticles colloid that has been reported to bind nuclear membrane proteins of low
abundance (Sigmaldrich Inc., USA) and incubated over night at 4°C 38. This was
followed by two steps of centrifugation at 3,800 x g for 40 min at 4 °C and washing
with a 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer. Twenty
microliters of the resulting pellet was stained with DAPI and used to quantify the
nuclei number.
4. Eventually, 2C sorted nuclei were collected using an ultra-centrifuge by spinning the
10mL NSB containing the sorted nuclei at 22,000 x g for 2 hours at 4°C. This was
followed by re-suspending the nuclei pellet in 100 µL of nuclei lysing buffer (NLB
20 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 0.6%(v/v) Triton X-100, 13.8% (v/v) hexylene
glycol, 1% (v/v) thiodoglycol, 50 µM spermine, 125 µM spermidine, 1 mM
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Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 2 µg/mL aprotinin) for protein and RNA
quantification.


Measuring Nuclei Volume
Sorted nuclei were stained with DAPI (10 µg/µL) and viewed under a 100X oil-

immersion objective of a de-convolution microscope (Leica DM RXA2, Leica Microsystems,
USA). Sorted nuclei volume was calculated by analyzing an acquired image stack using
deconvolution microscopy. Stacking on images were taken and the image was subjected to
convolution to remove any optical distortion. Image analysis and constrained iterative deconvolution were performed with the software Slidebook version (Intelligent Imaging
Innovation, USA).


Protein Quantification
For nuclear protein quantification, 4 bovine serum albumin (BSA) (SigmaAldrich Inc.,

USA) aliquots with concentrations ranging from 0-50 ng/µL made with dH2O were prepared.
One microliter of each BSA aliquot was suspended in 1mL of the dye solution provided by the
Bradford kit (Bio-rad Inc., USA) that binds non-covalently to hydrophobic regions of proteins.
One milliliter of dye solution with no protein sample was used to blank the light
spectrophotometer (Thermo-Scientific, USA). Absorbance of BSA aliquots was measured at 595
nm. A BSA standard curve for protein quantification was established. This was followed by
suspending 1 µL of the lysed nuclei solution in 1 mL of the dye solution and measuring the
absorbance.


RNA Quantification
For nuclear RNA quantification, 10 µL of RNase A inhibitor (10 µg/mL) was added to

100 µL solution containing the lysed nuclei, releasing the nuclear RNA content in to the solution.
Twenty micro liters of two RNA quantification standards (0 ng/µL and 100 ng/µl) were
11

suspended in 180 µL reaction mix provided by the Qubit kit (Invitrogen Inc., USA), and used to
blank the spectrophotometer. Nuclear RNA content was quantified by suspending 1 µl of the
lysed nuclei solution in 199 µL of the reaction mix and measuring the fluorescence, that bind
specifically to RNA, using a spectrophotometer provided by the same kit.
2.4 Results
Nuclei Sorting
In an attempt to obtain enough amounts of proteins and RNA for the downstream
analysis, approximately 5 x 106 nuclei were collected from approximately 6000 leaves of 3 week
old Arabidopsis at the Genomic Institute (IPK) in Gatersleben, Germany. The leaves were
directly chopped by a razor blade in the nuclei sorting buffer (NSB). In my conditions, 5 x 105
nuclei of different ploidy levels were released from 600 leaves in about 50 mL NSB. The nuclei
were then stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and placed in a fluorescence
activated cell sorter (FACS). DAPI stained nuclei generate forward light scatter (FSC) during
sorting (Fig. 1). This data helps in defining the timing of gate opening to sort the nuclei into
different ploidy levels (2C, 4C, 8C, 16C, and 32C). About 10 hours were taken to sort 5 x 105
nuclei. Sorted nuclei were then collected in 10 mL NSB depending on their ploidy levels (2C,
4C, and 8C). The histogram in Figure 2 shows the ploidy level of sorted nuclei, the number of
sorted nuclei (labeled as events), and their corresponding DAPI intensities (labeled as Violet-1A)
(Fig. 2). In summary, 10 tubes for each ploidy level (each tube containing 105 nuclei), total of
100 mL, were collected over a period of 10 days (100 h). The tubes were immediately frozen in
liquid nitrogen, stored at -80°C and shipped to Louisiana State University.
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Defining the Gates of FACS for
Nuclei Sorting

16C

32C

8C
4C

2C

Figure 1. DAPI staining graph of Arabidopsis nuclei. This information was used to determine the timing of gate
opening for nuclei with different ploidy levels (each rectangle represents a different gate). Y-axis shows the
forward light scatter (FSC) and the x-axis shows the intensity of DAPI fluorescence (labeled as Violet1-A).
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Nuclei Sorting Histogram

4C
2C
8C
16C

32C

Figure 2. The sorted nuclei of Arabidopsis leaves. The flow cytometric histogram shows the nuclei ploidy level,
number of nuclei sorted (labeled as events on the y-axis), and its corresponding DAPI intensity is detected from
a total of 5 x 105 nuclei (labeled as Violet-1A on the x-axis).

Concentration of Sorted Nuclei
To conduct the iTRAQ assay, 50-100 µg of protein at a concentration of 2.5 µg/µL is
required 39 (personnel communication, W.M. Keck Foundation, Biotech Resource Laboratory
Yale University, USA). To conduct the microarray assay, 200 ng of total RNA at a concentration
of 20 ng/µL of total RNA is required 40(personnel communication, Dr.Galbraith Arizona State
University, USA). Hence, I concentrated the sorted nuclei into smaller volume of (100-200 µl)
NSB so that I could extract those molecules at the most efficient manner. Five different methods
were used to concentrate the sorted nuclei because a conventional nuclei concentration technique
using a centrifuge at 850 x g for 10 min at 4 °C did not precipitate enough nuclei under my
conditions (Table 1). The number of precipitated nuclei was calculated by staining the precipitate
with DAPI and then counting the nuclei number using a microscope equipped with a DAPI filter
14

and a hemocytometer. Using 105 sorted nuclei in 10 mL of NSB as a starting material,
centrifugation at 850 x g precipitated only 102 nuclei, or 0.1% of the starting material. This
number was not enough to obtain enough protein and RNA for the downstream analysis [This is
most likely due to electrostatic charges of sorted nuclei (Dr. D. W. Galbraith, personal
communication)]. Hence, I used four other methods to collect the sorted nuclei. Knowing that
Arabidopsis nucleus size is about 10-200 µm21, I passed the sorted nuclei solution through a 40
µm filter membrane. However, the solution did not pass through the filter membrane; perhaps
the nuclei clogged the pores of the filter membrane. Alternatively, I used a larger pore size of
100 µm filter membrane. Though the solution went through the filter membrane, the number of
nuclei that remained on the membrane filter was only 103, or 1% of the starting material. Hence,
the membrane filter method did not concentrate the nuclei enough to extract the protein and
RNA efficiently. The Millipore centrifugal filter with a molecular weight cut-off of 10 kDa
(Amicon Ultra-15, Millipore, USA), known to concentrate proteins was also used to concentrate
the nuclei. When adding the solution containing the sorted nuclei to the Millipore filter the
solution turned blue. Although I did not know the actual reason, it might be a chemical reaction
between the NSB ingredients and the Millipore filter. Therefore, I was not able to use this
method to collect my sorted nuclei. Gold nano-particles (AuNP) method has been reported to
bind to and concentrate low abundance proteins needed for proteomic analysis 38. Hence, I tried
to concentrate the sorted nuclei by binding to the AuNP and then precipitating the nuclei bound
to AuNP. The AuNP (Sigma Aldrich, USA) precipitation protocol was adopted from Wang et
al.38 and was used to precipitate the 105 sorted nuclei. However the recovered nuclei using the
AuNP‟s method was only 103, or 1% of the starting material.
Since none of the methods mentioned above recovered the amounts of nuclei needed to
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extract protein and RNA for my downstream analysis, as the last method, I spun the sorted nuclei
at a maximum speed of 22,000 x g for 2 hrs at 4°C using an ultra-centrifuge. One drawback of
this method was that the membrane of precipitated nuclei was ruptured. This may cause the loss
of nuclear protein and RNA. Although I could not count the number of nuclei, due to disturbed
structures of the precipitated nuclei, I was able to collect enough RNA (200 ng) to carry on the
microarray assay. However, the recovered amount of protein (3.6 µg) was not enough to carry on
the iTRAQ analysis.
Table 1. Sorted nuclei collection methods along with the starting nuclei number and the recovered nuclei
number of each collection method (N/M not measured).
Collection
Centrifugation Filtration
Filtration
Millipore tube
Gold nanoUltraMethod
at 850 x g for
using 40
using 100
centrifugation
particles
centrifugati
10 min.
µm filter
µm filter
4,852 x g for 30 centrifugation
on at
membrane
membrane min.
4,852 x g for 40 22,000 x g
min.
for 2 hrs.
Starting
Nuclei
Number
Ploidy level
Used
Recovered
Nuclei
Number
Recovered
RNA

105/10 mL

105/10 mL

105/10 mL

105/10 mL

105/10 mL

105/10 mL

2C

2C

2C

2C

2C

2C

102/100 µL

N/M

103/10 mL

N/M

103/100 µL

N/M

N/M

N/M

N/M

N/M

N/M

20 ng/µL

Evaluation of Sorted Nuclei
Nuclei Volume
To compare the nuclear volumes of endoreplicated nuclei, the sorted nuclei were stained
with DAPI before the centrifugation and viewed under a deconvolution fluorescent microscope
equipped with DAPI filter (Fig. 3). The nuclei were counted using a hemocytometer. Images of
ten DAPI stained nuclei from 2C, 4C, and 8C sorted pools were captured with the deconvolution
fluorescent microscope showing the positive correlation between ploidy level and nuclei size.
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Figure 3. Deconvoluted images of Arabidopsis thaliana leaf tissue A) 2C nucleus, B) 4C nucleus, and C) 8C nucleus
stained with DAPI.
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Figure 4. Nuclear volume comparison of 2C, 4C, and 8C sorted nuclei of Arabidopsis thaliana leaf tissue (N is the
number of nuclei used to calculate the nuclear volume for each ploidy level). Error bars represents standard
deviation.

The average nuclear volume from 10 nuclei of 2C, 4C, and 8C sorted nuclei was
calculated using the deconvolution microscopy. The analysis revealed an average volume of
19.47±14.42, 70.70±23.71, and 146.26±20.92 µm3 in 2C, 4C, and 8C nuclei, respectively (Fig.
4). This suggested the positive correlation between the ploidy level and the nuclear volume of the
sorted nuclei.
Nuclear Protein Quantification
In order to quantify the amount of protein in the sorted nuclei, I lysed the nuclei collected
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by the ultra-centrifuge method in 100 µL of nuclei lysing buffer (NLB). This lysing step allowed
for the release of the nuclear protein content for quantification. One microliter of the resuspended pellet was used to quantify the nuclear protein amount using the Bradford assay kit
(Biorad, USA). Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as a standard protein to derive a
standard curve for each protein quantification test (data not shown). Nuclear protein
quantification of three separate tests of 2C, 4C, and 8C sorted nuclei resulted in 35.13± 2.1,
37.03±2.3, and 36.07±2.16 ng/µL, respectively. Because 105 nuclei were precipitated and resuspended in 100 µL of NLB, I concluded that each nucleus of 2C, 4C, and 8C had 35, 37, and
36 pg of protein respectively (Fig. 5). This result indicated that there is no significant difference
in the protein amount of 2C, 4C, and 8C nuclei (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Comparison of the average protein amounts between 2C, 4C, and 8C sorted nuclei of
Arabidopsis thaliana leaf tissue and their corresponding t-test and Anova (analysis of variance)
p-values (N is the number of times the experiment was repeated).
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Nuclear RNA Quantification
In order to quantify the amount of total nuclear RNA, I lysed the nuclei collected by the
ultra-centrifuge method in 100 µL of nuclei lysing buffer (NLB). To prevent the degradation of
the RNA, I also added RNase A inhibitor (10 µg/µL) to the NLB. This lysing step allowed for
the release of the total nuclear RNA content for quantification. One micro liter of the resuspended pellet was used to quantify the total nuclear RNA using the Qubit kit (Invitrogen Inc.,
USA). Two standards (0 ng/µL and 10 ng/µL) were used as a standard RNA to derive the
standard curve for each RNA quantification test. Nuclear RNA quantification of three separate
tests of sorted nuclei resulted in 18.1±2.1, 20.3±2.2, and 26.1±1.28 ng/µL in 2C, 4C, and 8C,
respectively. Because 105 nuclei were re-suspended in 100 µL of NLB, I concluded that each
nucleus of 2C, 4C, and 8C had 18, 20, and 26 pg of total RNA respectively. This result suggests
that the RNA content of 8C nuclei showed a 1.3- and a 1.4-fold increase in comparison to 2C
and 4C nuclear RNA content respectively (Fig. 6). No significant difference between 2C and 4C
nuclear RNA was detected ( p-value > 0.089).
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Figure 6. Comparison of average nuclear RNA amounts between 2C, 4C, and 8C sorted nuclei of
Arabidopsis thaliana leaf tissue and their corresponding t-test and Anova (analysis of variance) p-values
(N is the number of times the experiment was repeated). Error bars represents standard deviation.
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iTRAQ and Microarray Analysis
In order to conduct the iTRAQ analysis I needed 50-100 µg of nuclear protein per ploidy
level at a concentration of 2.5 µg/µL. Based on the analysis of nuclear protein quantification, I
could only collect about 3.5 µg of nuclear protein per ploidy level. This meant that I would need
about 100 tubes of sorted nuclei per ploidy level (each tube having 105 of sorted nuclei) to collect
enough nuclear protein to conduct the iTRAQ analysis. Hence, I was not able to conduct the
iTRAQ analysis.
In order to conduct the microarray analysis I needed 200 ng of total RNA at a
concentration of 20 ng/µL. Based on the analysis of nuclear RNA quantification, I collected
about 200 ng of total nuclear RNA per ploidy level of sorted nuclei. The total RNA extracted
from 2C nuclei and 8C nuclei was then sent to Arizona State University (ASU) for microarray
analysis. At ASU, the mRNA was tagged with a fluorescence probe from the RNA provided to
check the quality of the mRNA. No fluorescence labeled mRNA was detected which suggests
the poor quality of the extracted RNA (Dr. J. Janda, personal communication). Hence, I was not
able to conduct the microarray assay.
2.5 Discussion
I have extracted and sorted nuclei from Arabidopsis thaliana leaf tissues into 2C, 4C, and
8C ploidy pools. The analysis of nuclei volume by the deconvolution microscopy revealed the
positive correlation between ploidy level and nuclei volume. These results agree with a report by
Jovtchev et al41 that shows the positive correlation among ploidy level, cell volume, and nuclear
volume in Arabidospsis thaliana41. Moreover, these results support the hypothesis that
endoreplication is related to an evolutionary adaptation resulting in an increase in cellular growth
in organisms that carry a small genome in order to carry on the required cellular metabolic
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functions. Another explanation for such a correlation is that the genome duplication in
endoreplicated nuclei needs double the nuclear volume of diploid nuclei to preserve the
corresponding space for chromatin thus triggering the expansion of the nuclear volume.
Interestingly for me, the volume of 4C nuclei was 3 fold higher than 2C nuclei different than the
2 fold increase reported. However, Schubert et al. showed that endoreplicated chromosomes of
Arabidopsis thaliana cohere together at random positions and hence, do not need the extra space
created by the increased nuclear volume 42. This finding raised the question as to why do
endoreplicated cells increase their nuclear volume if the endoreplicated chromosomes cohere so
often.
The protein amounts of 2C, 4C, and 8C nuclei showed no significant difference among
them. Together with the results of the nuclei volume analysis, suggests a decrease in protein
concentration in these endoreplicated nuclei. These decreases in protein concentration were
surprising, since the hypothesis for the cause of endoreplication in Arabidopsis is to increase the
protein content of the cell and nucleus to carry out its required function. One explanation for this
decrease of protein concentration in endoreplicated nuclei is the specific over-replication of the
heterochromatin region, a chromatin region with highly repetitive sequence. Because this region
rarely expresses genes encoding proteins, endoreplicated nuclei may have similar protein
amounts to diploid nuclei. Because polytene chromosomes of follicle cells in Drosophila
melanogaster have lower copies of heterochromatin compared to euchromatin regions 43, I
speculate that Arabidopsis may undergo re-replication in heterochromatin regions as opposed to
Drosophila melanogaster.
Another explanation for the decrease in the protein concentration of endoreplicated nuclei
may be due to the gene silencing of the endoreplicated copy by epigenetic means that leads to the
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inhibition of protein expression. Some genes in Arabidopsis synthetic allotetraploids are downregulated due to hypermethylation of those genes35. This may suggest that an epigenetic
mechanism is involved in controlling the expression of specific genes in the endoreplicated
nuclei.
I do not deny the possibility that the similar protein amounts in 2C, 4C, and 8C nuclei
may owe to the collecting method I used. Spinning the sorted nuclei at such high speeds (22,000
x g) could cause the rupture of the nuclear membrane, and release the soluble nuclear proteins
into the NSB. This may result in the loss of nuclear proteins. If this is the case, then it explains
the insignificant difference between the protein amounts among 2C, 4C, and 8C nuclei. If this is
the case, it is possible that the concentration of nuclear membrane proteins may be reduced in the
endoreplicated nuclei.
In 2C and 4C nuclei there was no difference in the amount of nuclear RNAs. This
suggests a decrease in the RNA concentration since the nuclear volume tripled. One explanation
for this may be due to transcription inhibition of the re-replicated genome. It may be suggested
that the transcription is regulated either by epigenetic mechanism such as DNA methylation, or
by regulation of the transcription factors involved in transcription initiation. However, I can not
rule out the possibility that RNAs are lost during the nuclei collection method.
DNA methylation in Arabidopsis thaliana is mainly achieved by DNA methyltransferase
(MET1)44. Met1 was also found to be responsible in gene down-regulation in synthetic
allotetraploids35. Therefore, met1 expression may be up-regulated and that up-regulation of met1
is responsible, at least partially, for transcription silencing of the 4C nuclei genome in the first
round of the endocycle.
Arabidopsis thaliana encompasses approximately 1,572 genes that encode for
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transcription factors, 6% of the total number of genes45. One common transcription factor family
in Arabidopsis is E2F. E2F regulates the G1 to S-phase transition during the cell cycle by either
binding to its dimerization partner (DP) that allows the transcription of genes required for the S
phase or by binding to the Retinoblastoma (Rb) preventing it from interacting with the
transcription machinery and thus preventing G1 to S-phase transition46. Therefore, it is possible
that the similarity of the nuclear RNA content between 2C and 4C nuclei may be due to the
regulatory mechanism of transcription factor that inhibits transcription in 4C nuclei although
they encompass double the DNA amount found in 2C nuclei.
Similar RNA amounts in 2C and 4C nuclei may be due to the up-regulation of gene
expression that is initiated in nuclei with ploidy levels of 8C and higher. In support of this
hypothesis, most genes identified by mutational studies to play a role in endoreplication have
affected the second and third rounds endocycles but not the first 32,33,34.
In 8C nuclei a 1.4- and 1.3-fold increase in the total nuclear RNA amount was seen
compared to 2C and 4C, respectively. This increase in the total nuclear RNA may be due to an
increase in either the heterochromatic region of the chromatin that encodes for ribosomal RNA
(rRNA), since it constitutes the majority of the total cellular RNA, or due to an increase in the
mRNA encoding proteins.
rRNA is clustered in heterochromatic nucleolus-organizing regions known as NOR2 and
NOR4 on chromosomes 2 and 4 respectively. Therefore, an increase in the rRNA transcription
may increase the total RNA amount. However, the transcription of rRNA has been reported to be
massive-energy consuming compared to the transcription of other parts of the genome 47. This
contradicts the hypothesis that cells exit the cell cycle and undergo endoreplication to conserve
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energy20. Hence, I it is possible that Arabidopsis may have adapted strategies, cell proliferation
and cell expansion in its developmental program, which in any case requires energy.
Alternatively, the increase in total nuclear RNA content may owe to an increase in
mRNA. Based on my protein quantification analysis, I suggest that if mRNA increases in 8C
nuclei it would most likely encode for non-nuclear proteins. This would make endoreplicating
cells have higher gene expression encoding cytoplasmic proteins that may be involved in the cell
expansion.
The similar nuclear RNA amount seen between 2C and 4C nuclei and then the increase in
nuclear RNA content in 8C nuclei adds to the ambiguity of the endoreplication function.
Whereas I expected to see a positive correlation between nuclear RNA and nuclear volume, for
the cell to carry its normal cellular function, this was not the case in my analysis. Based on my
findings, I would like to suggest that different regulatory mechanisms exist between the first and
second round of endocycle in Arabidopis.
I believe that a complete understanding of this difference in regulatory mechanism may
be achieved by a high-throughput analysis of protein content and gene expression in 2C, 4C, and
8C endoreplicated cells. Identifying specific proteins and mRNA in endoreplicated nuclei will
help better characterize the function of endoreplication. This could be achieved by further
optimizing the conditions of protein and RNA extractions from sorted Arabidopsis nuclei
yielding higher starting material of protein and RNA to carry on the iTRAQ and microarray
analysis, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3
LOCALIZATION AND SELF-INTERACTION OF ARABIDOPSIS TOPOISOMERASE
VIB
3.1 Introduction
Topoisomerases are enzymes that are required to change the topology of DNA in crucial
processes in prokaryotes and eukaryotes by relieving DNA torsional stress as a result of
unwinding the DNA during transcription and replication48. Topoisomerases are subdivided into
two functional families; type I and type II.
Type I topoisomerases function as monomer enzymes that change the topology of the
DNA by introducing a single strand break in their target DNA. They are subdivided into type IA
and type IB according to which end of the DNA they link to; 5‟ for type IA, and 3‟ for type IB 48.
Type II topoisomerase are structurally and functionally different from type I
topoisomerases. Unlike type I topoisomerase, a pair of strands in a DNA double helix are
transiently broken in concert with dimerized type II topoisomerase, forming double staggered
cuts on their target DNA by a phosphodiester bond linkage of its tyrosine to the DNA phosphate
group. Unlike type I topoisomerase they are Mg+2 and ATP-dependent. Similar to type IB, they
relax negatively (subtractive helical twisting) and positively (additive helical twisting)
supercoiled DNA. They are subdivided into type IIA and type IIB.
Eukaryotic TopIIA enzymes exist as dimers and form a 4bp staggered cut on their target
DNA. They have been reported to play a role in the unknotting and decatenation of daughter
chromosomes after the S-phase49. Xie et al. reported the low detection of Arabidopsis TopIIA
(AtTopIIA) polypeptide in mature seeds and vegetative tissues of Arabidopsis, and its rapid
increase after germination and during the early phase of seedling development. These findings
indicate the positive correlation between TopIIA expression and proliferation in Arabidopsis
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thaliana, confirming the importance of this enzyme in chromosome condensation during mitotic
cell cycle50.
On the other hand, type IIB enzymes have been found in archaeabacteria and
eukaryotes48. Unlike type TopIIA, the enzyme results in a 2bp staggered cut at its target DNA.
The enzyme is composed by heterotetramers of an A-subunit dimer (known as TopVIA) and a Bsubunit dimer (known as TopVIB). Extensive structural studies have been conducted on TopVI
Sulfolobus shibatae and Methanosarcina mazei (archaea). TopVIA (subunit A of TopIIB) shares
the same TOPRIM (topoisomerase-primase) domain and catabolite activator protein (CAP)
domain found in type TopIIA. Meanwhile, the TopVIB (subunit B of TopIIB) has a conserved
ATPase domain and a transducer domain that is also found in type TopIIA. The transducer
domain is thought to communicate the ATP state of the ATPase domain to the rest of the
protein48. Archaeal TopVIB also has two extra domains, one of which lies between the ATPase
and transducer domain and contains a helix two turn helix (H2TH) conserved motif (Fig.
7)48,49,50. The second extra domain lies after the transducer domain at the C-terminal end notated
as an extension of the C-terminal domain (ECD). The crystal structure of M.mazei presents the
ECD as an extension of the TopVIB projecting to the outside of the protein51. Kevin et al.
suggested that the ECD of archaea TopVIB may act as a substrate sensor to distinguish the
activity with type TopIIA, yet the relative activity of M.mazei TopVIB lacking the ECD on
different substrate was not affected51. Kevin et al also suggested that the similarity of the
secondary structure between the TopVIB ECD in M.mazei and immunoglobulin molecules may
suggest that the ECD plays a role in binding with other proteins, which may alternate the
localization of the TopVIB to a sub-cellular region51. However, no reports to date have shown
the role of the C-terminal of TopVIB in the localization of the protein.
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Figure 7. Type TopIIB working scheme showing the ATP possible structure along with the consequential changes
after ATP binding. The TopVIB dimer of the type TopIIB enzyme can have more than one conformational
structure before ATP binding, opened and closed. Upon the entry of the gate segment (G-strand) and the
transfer segment (T-strand) DNA and ATP binding to the ATPase domain on TopVIB, the TopVIB subunit
dimerizes and closes. This allows the TopVIA CAP domain to modify the topology of the G-strand DNA using its
functional tyrosine group. This is followed by ATP hydrolysis and the passage of the T-strand through the cuts of
the G-strand relieving the torsional stress. The hydrolysis of the second ATP molecule resets the enzyme to its
old conformational state ready to modify the topology of the next stressed DNA. This image is modified from
figure6 Berger et al.2007.

3.2 Cellular Effects in Mutations of the Topoisomerase VIB Gene in Arabidopsis
Plants carry TopVIB homologue as an exception among higher eukaryotes. Unlike
AtTopIIA, no report to date has linked the functionality of Arabidopsis type TopIIB (AtTopVI)
to the mitotic cell cycle. However, Arabidopsis TopVIB (AtTopVIB) subunit function has a link
to endoreplication. Four mutants of TopVIB (rhl3, hyp6, bin3, and TopVIB) have been identified
in Arabidopsis thaliana (AtTopVIB). The first AtTopVIB mutant, rhl3 (root hairless mutant),
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was identified during the ethyl-methylsulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis screening for plants that
have fewer than normal root hairs. The mutant had an indistinguishable phenotype from rhl2 that
also shows a dwarf plant with only 10 hair projections per root52. An rhl2 mutant leaf showed a
reduction in the ploidy level (no more than 8C) compared to wildtype leaf (up to 32C). The
second mutant, hyp6 (hypocotyl mutants), was identified through EMS screening for plants that
did not grow long hypocotyls in the dark. The mutant had a similar phenotype as rhl2, and the
double mutant, rhl2/hyp6, was indistinguishable from either mutant.
Two bin3 (brassinosteroid insensitive mutants) mutants were identified through the
screening of plants that are insensitive to external application of brassinosteroid. Bin3-1 was a TDNA- knockout line, while bin3-2 was an effect of EMS mutagenesis53. One of the bin3 mutants
shows a dwarf plant with no reduction in the ploidy levels (up to 32C) compared to wild-type
plant (up to 32C)53.
Moreover, through the screening of T-DNA insertion libraries of the Arabidopsis
knockout facility (Madison Wisconsin, USA), another AtTopVIB mutant was found. The mutant
had dwarf plant with ploidy level reduction (no more than 8C). A comet assay, that involves
lysing the nuclei under an electric current on agarose which allows DNA to travel according to
the degree of DNA damage (the further distance the DNA travels the more nuclease degradation
occurred), was done to evaluate the degree of chromosomal degradation. This T-DNA insertion
mutant had a longer comet suggesting a more severe degradation by cellular nucleases compared
to the wild-type due to the absence of the AtTopVIB functional activity54.
3.3 Objectives
Objective I: Structural Comparison of TopVIB in Archaea and Arabidopsis
In order to understand the role of AtTopVIB in endoreplication and cell expansion at a
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molecular and structural level, I examined the amino acid sequence of AtTopVIB using protein
database (PDB) search engines, such as Pfam. I also compared the archaeal TopVIB crystal
structure to AtTopVIB predicted structure based on the information in PDB servers, such as
SwissProt55. The first goal of this project was to identify unique domain(s) in plant TopVIB,
which may contribute to the function of endoreplication.
Objective II: Localization and Interaction Analysis of TopVIB in Arabidopsis Protoplasts
I identified two unique domains in AtTopVIB that are conserved in rice TopVIB. I
hypothesized that these domains function as a nuclear localization signal (NLS) that transports
the AtTopVIB protein to the nucleus, or as interaction domains with other proteins. The second
goal of this project was to test the hypothesis. In this thesis, I tested the localization and selfinteraction of AtTopVIB by molecular imaging methods.
3.4 Materials and Methods


AtTopVIB Amplification from pDuet1 Vector
The AtTopVIB clone was kindly provided by the Frank Hartung lab in a pDuet1 vector.

TopVIB forward PCR primers were designed with an attB1.1 flanking sequence for the BP
cloning reaction: (5‟-GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTTATGGCGGGTG-„3).
The TopVIB reverse primer was designed to delete the stop codon out of the TopVIB sequence
for protein expression and had an attB1.2 flanking sequence:
(5‟-GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTACAACATGAGCC-„3)
The pDuet1 containing the AtTopVIB was amplified using rTaq PCR kit (Takara Inc., Japan)
with an annealing temperature of 60°C for 30 cycles in a 50 µL reaction mix. The 50 µL PCR
product (amplicon) was run on 0.8% agarose gel.


DH5α Competent Cells Preparation
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A glycerol stock of DH5α cells (Kristin Prufers LSU, USA) was spread over LB agar
plate overnight at 37°C. A single colony was cultured in 4 mL LB broth for 16 hrs at 37°C with
shaking. Two and a half milliliters of the culture was inoculated in 125 mL autoclaved SOB
medium (20 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, and 0.5 g NaCl in 1 liter distilled water) in a 500 mL
Erlenmeyer flask for 7 hrs at 37°C with shaking. Ten milliliters of the culture was inoculated in
freshly autoclaved 125 mL SOB medium and incubated at 25°C with shaking for 9 hrs at 200
rpm. Optical density (O.D.) was measured at 600 nm, using SOB as a blank, until O.D. 0.55 was
reached. At O.D. of 0.55, the remaining culture was divided into two 50 mL falcon tubes and
centrifuged at 3000 rpm using a swing out rotor (Radius 28 mm) for 10 min at 4 °C. The
supernatant was discarded and the pellet was re-suspended in 80 mL cold Inoue buffer (55 mM
MnCl2.4H2O, 15 mM CaCl2.2H2O, 250 mM KCl, and 10 mM PIPES pH 6.7 in 1 liter of distilled
water). The 80 mL suspension was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in cold 20 mL Inoue buffer and 1.5 mL DMSO by swirling at 4°C. One and a half
milliliter centrifuge tubes were chilled on ice and 200 µL of competent cells were pipetted into
each tube. Tubes were dropped in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C immediately.
DH5α transformation efficiency was tested using 10 pg pUC19 plasmid (Invitrogen,
USA). Fifty microliters of DH5α competent cells were transfected with 1 µL of pUC19 (10
pg/µL) heat shocked for 1 min followed by the addition of 150 µL of SOB medium and
incubation at 37°C for 30 min. The product was spread on an LB agar plate overnight at 37°C.
Fifty colonies were counted on the plate which means that the transformation efficiency was 5 x
106/µg of DNA.


Amplicon Insertion into Entry Clone
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The amplicon was excised from a 0.8% agarose gel and eluted using QIAEX II Gel
Extraction Kit (Qiagen Sciences Maryland, USA). The eluted amplicon was quantified and 85 ng
was mixed with 185 ng of pDNOR vector containing Zeocin as a selective marker using
Gateway cloning BP clonase enzyme mix II (Invitrogen Inc., USA) in a total volume of 10 µL
and incubated at 25°C for 4 hours. The product, pENTRAtTopVIB, was used to transform 50 µL
of DH5α competent cells and the transfected product was spread over LB agar containing Zeocin
antibiotic (1 mg/mL) plate over night.
Three colonies were cultured in 3 mL of LB broth containing Zeocin (1 mg/mL).
Plasmids were extracted using the mini-prep protocol adopted from the Molecular Cloning
laboratory manual56. The plasmid extracts from the three cultures were quantified using a nanospectrophotometer and confirmed by digesting with BglII restriction enzyme. After confirming
the digestion product of each plasmid, glycerol stocks of DH5α cells were prepared in 40%
glycerol and stored at -80°C.
Plasmid extracts were then sent for sequencing at Pennington sequencing facility (Baton
Rouge, LA USA) using M13 forward and reverse primers. The pENTRTopVIB that did not
undergo a mutation in its entire sequence was used beyond this point.


AtTopVIB LR reaction with pDuexAn1 and pDuexAc1.
For the localization assay, a vector containing the yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) was

used to clone YFP to the N-terminal end (pDuexAn1) or to the C-terminal (pDuexAc1)57 end of
pENTRAtTopVIB.3 using Gateway LR clonase mix II (Invitrogen Inc.). Both pDuexAn1 and
pDuexAc1 vectors carry an Ampicillin resistance gene. One hundred and fifty nanograms of
pENTRTopVIB.3 was mixed with 250 ng of pDuexAn1 and pDuexAc1 in a total volume of 10
µL and incubated at 25 °C for 4 hrs. Fifty microliters of DH5α was transformed with the An1 and
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Ac1 vectors and spread over LB agar containing ampicillin (1 mg/mL) plates. Three colonies
from each plate were cultured in LB broth containing ampicillin (1 mg/mL) and plasmids were
extracted using the mini-prep and quantified as described previously. Once the plasmid construct
was confirmed by restriction digestion using BglII (BioRad, USA), plasmids were re-extracted
using Plasmid Plus Midi-kit (Qiagen, USA). Plasmids were then quantified and used for the
transformation of Arabidopsis protoplasts.


AtTopVIB LR reaction with pDuexAn6 and pDuexDn6
For the split-luciferase assay, pENTRTopVIB.3 was cloned once into a vector containing

the N-terminal fragment of luciferase [1-229aa (pDuexAn6)] and another containing the Cterminal of luciferase [230-311aa (pDuexDn6)]57 using Gateway LR clonase mix II. Mini-preps
and midi-preps were carried as described previously. Histone 2A tagged to the N-luc
(pDuexAn6-H2A) and Histone 2B tagged to the C-luc (pDuexDn6-H2B)57 were the positive
control for the split-luciferase complementation assay.


Protoplast Preparation
Arabidopsis thaliana plants of ecotype Columbia were grown in long day growth

chamber (16 hrs of light and 8hrs of dark). One gram of 3 week old rosettes were gently cut
using sharp scissors and sliced using a single razor blade into 1mm thin threads. Leaf threads
were added to 10 mL digestion buffer (0.4 M mannitol, 20 mM MES pH5.7, 20 mM KCl, 10
mM CaCl2) containing 0.1 g Cellulase and 0.025 g Macerozyme (Yakut Honsha Co. ltd. Tokyo,
Japan) in a Petri dish. The plate was subjected to vacuuming for 30 min followed by incubation
at 25°C in the dark for 9 hrs. The leaf suspension was then passed through a 100 µm cell strainer
(BD Falcon, USA) and centrifuged at 100 x g for 3 min. The pellet was re-suspended in 10 mL
of W5 buffer (154 mM NaCl, 125 mM CaCl2, and 5 mM KCl, 2 mM MES pH 5.7) and
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centrifuged at 100 x g for 3 min. The pellet was re-suspended in 10 mL W5 buffer and stored at
4°C for 30 min for the protoplast to settle down. The protoplast suspension was centrifuged
again at 100 x g for 3 min and the pellet re-suspended in 10 mL of MMg buffer (0.4 M mannitol,
15 mM MgCl2.6H2O, and 4 mM MES pH 6.7 in 1 liter of distilled water). Protoplast suspension
was centrifuged at 100 x g for 3 min and the pellet was re-suspended in 5 mL of MMg buffer. To
calculate the concentration of the extracted protoplast, 40 µL of the protoplast solution was
placed on a hemocytometer (Hausser Scientific Partnership, PA) under a light microscope at 40
X objective and the number of protoplast that falls in each 5sq. x 5sq. area was counted. The
hemocytometer has 9 5sq x 5sq areas, so the average of the 9 areas was calculated.


Localization Assay
For the localization assay, pDuexAn1RG, pDuexAn1TopVIB.3, and

pDuexAc1TopVIB.3 plasmid concentrations were adjusted to 5 µg/µL. Five microliters of each
plasmid were prepared in a total of 100 µL dH2O for each separate experiment. A total of 80 µL
was loaded in to 4 wells of a 96-well plate using a digital pipette (Fisherbrand Inc., USA) for
each separate experiment. For the protoplast transfection, extracted protoplast concentration was
adjusted to 2-3 x 105protoplast/mL. Transfection was started with the addition of 60 µL
protoplasts followed by 40 µL PEG solution (40% v/v PEG4000 (Fluka 81240), 0.2 M mannitol,
and 0.1 M CaCl2) in to each well. The 96-well plate was immediately placed on an orbit shaker
at 850 rpm for 15 seconds, and incubated at room temperature for 10 min. Two hundred microliters of WI buffer (0.5 M mannitol, 4 mM MES pH 5.7, and 20 mM KCl) was added to each
well and the plate was centrifuged at 150 x g in a swing out rotor for 3 min. The supernatant was
discarded by vacuum aspiration using a 96-well plate vacuum (BioTek, USA). This was
followed by two additional WI buffer washes. After the last vacuum suction, the protoplast pellet
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in each well was re-suspended in 200 µL of WI buffer and incubated in the dark at 25°C for 16
hrs. Twenty micro-liters of transfected protoplasts from each well bottom were stained with
DAPI (10µg/µL) and viewed under fluorescent microscope equipped with YFP and DAPI filters.
Images of protoplasts showing DAPI staining and YFP localization were taken.


Self-interaction Assay (Split-luciferase Complementation Assay)
For the split-luciferase assay, pDuexAn6TopVIB.3, pDuexDn6TopVIB.3,

pDuexAn6H2A, and pDuexDn6H2B plasmid concentrations were adjusted to 500 ng/µL. Five
microliters of An6TopVIB.3 and Dn6TopVIB.3 plasmids were mixed in a total plasmid mix of
100 µL, prepared with dH2O. Five micro liters of pDuexAn6H2A and pDuexDn6H2B plasmids
were mixed in a total plasmid mix of 100 µL, prepared with dH2O. pDuexAn1RG plasmid
concentration was adjusted to 1 µg/µL. Five micro liters of pDuexAn1RG were mixed in a total
plasmid mix of 100 µL, prepared with dH2O. Each separate experiment was repeated 4 times by
loading 80 µL of each plasmid mix to 4 wells on the 96-well plate, except for the mock wells
that had no plasmid mix. The protoplast transfection procedure carried out is the same as the one
used in the localization assay. ViviRen Live Cell substrate (Promega, USA), a luciferase
substrate, was dissolved in DMSO at a concentration of 6mM and stored at -80°C. ViviRen
solution was freshly diluted to 60 µM before use and 10 µl was added on to each well. The 96well plate was placed on an orbit shaker at 850 rpm for 15 sec and luminescence was measured
using Veritas microplate Luminometer (Turner Biosystems, USA).
3.5 Results
Structural Comparison of TopVIB in Archaea and Arabidopsis
Pfam58 identified 2 independent uncharacterized domains. The first domain consists of 68
amino acids (aa) starting at position 86 aa (Fig. 8, 9). This domain lies within the ATPase
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domain (45-234aa) towards the N-terminal end of AtTopVIB (Fig. 8). I designated this domain
as IND (insertion of N-terminal domain). The second uncharacterized domain consists of 90aa
starting at position 570aa. This domain lies right after the transducer domain (407-557aa) at the
C-terminal end of AtTopVIB (Fig. 8, 10) as reported in archaeabacterial TopVIB. Comparison of
amino acid sequence in Arabidopsis, Oryza (rice), and several archaeabacteria members that
express the TopVIB protein, confirmed that the IND is well conserved between rice and
Arabidopsis but missing in archaeabacterial members (Fig. 9).

Figure 8. Schematic drawing of AtTopVIB showing its domains; ATPase domain, transducer domain,
helix-2-turn-helix motif (H2TH) , insertion of the N-terminal domain (IND), and extension of the Cterminal domain (ECD). The numbers on top represents their amino acid positioning.

The second uncharacterized domain can be found only in species that express the TopIIA
enzyme in their genome. The comparison of the amino acid sequence of the ECD among
AtTopVIB (570-670aa), rice, and several members of the archaea TopVIB revealed that the ECD
was not conserved between archaeabacteria and higher plants, but well conserved in Arabidopsis
and rice (Fig.10).
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Figure 9. N-terminal sequence alignment of AtTopVIB (red rectangle) in comparison with Oryza (rice, green
rectangle) and different members of archaeabacteria. The labels on the left-hand side are accession numbers for
the following organisms respectively; Arabidopsis thaliana (Q9C5V6), Oryza sativa (Q5ZPR4), Sulfolobus
shibatae (O05207), Sulfolobus solfataricus (Q97ZF0), Sulfolobus tokodaii (Q971T2), Aeropyrum pernix (Q9YE64),
Pyrobaculum aerophilum (Q8ZVM0), Methanosarcina mazei (Q8PUB8), Methanosarcina acetivorans (Q8TQF7),
Halobacterium salinarium (B0R4D3), Haloarcula marismortui (Q5V4R5), Archaeoglobus fulgidas (O29605),
Pyrococcus furious (Q8U0K8), Methanocaldococcus jannaschii (Q58434), Pyrococcus horikoshii (O74020),
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicus (O27088).
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Figure 10. C-terminal sequence alignment of AtTopVIB (red rectangle) in comparison with Oryza (rice, green
rectangle) and different members of archaeabacteria. The labels on the left-hand side are accession numbers for
the following organisms respectively; Arabidopsis thaliana (Q9C5V6), Oryza sativa (Q5ZPR4), Sulfolobus
shibatae (O05207), Sulfolobus solfataricus (Q97ZF0), Sulfolobus tokodaii (Q971T2), Aeropyrum pernix (Q9YE64),
Pyrobaculum aerophilum (Q8ZVM0), Methanosarcina mazei (Q8PUB8), Methanosarcina acetivorans (Q8TQF7),
Halobacterium salinarium (B0R4D3), Haloarcula marismortui (Q5V4R5), Archaeoglobus fulgidas (O29605),
Pyrococcus furious (Q8U0K8), Methanocaldococcus jannaschii (Q58434), Pyrococcus horikoshii (O74020),
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicus (O27088).
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Figure 11. A) The AtTopVIB N-terminal surface density predicted structure using the protein database (PDB)
software with the insertion in the N-terminal domain (IND) in yellow. B) S.shibatae TopVIB N-terminal
crystallized structure missing the IND.

The SwissProt protein server was then used to predict the structure of the IND of
AtTopVIB55. This server uses the amino acid sequence of AtTopVIB and search for a homology
in proteins with known crystal structure (personal communication, Blake Crochet). If it fails to
match the amino acid sequence, it predicts the secondary structure of the protein using the
structural dynamics of amino acids found in its database (personal communication, Blake
Crochet). The predicted structure of AtTopVIB was almost similar to the crystal structure of
M.mazei TopVIB structure except for the IND, which formed a “bubble” like extension at the
ATPase domain in AtTopVIB (Fig. 11).
Construction of Plasmid Vectors for Molecular Imaging Assay
The AtTopVIB clone was kindly provided in a pDuet1 vector by the Frank Hartung lab.
In order to utilize the AtTopVIB clone in the localization and interaction assay, I amplified the
AtTopVIB clone and inserted the amplicon into gateway cloning pDONR vector. This was done
using a Gateway BP clonase reaction producing a pENTRAtTopVIB. Three pENTRAtTopVIB
clones were cultured and digested to confirm that they were the right constructs. The resulting
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plasmid, pENTRAtTopVIB.3, that does not undergo any point-mutation compared to the original
AtTopVIB sequence was used for further cloning. Using Gateway cloning, AtTopVIB from the
pENTRTopVIB plasmid was cloned into plasmids carrying YFP. Plasmids carrying the YFP on
the N-terminal of AtTopVIB (pDuexAn1-AtTopVIB), YFP on the C-terminal of AtTopVIB
(pDuexAc1-AtTopVIB), or as a control, YFP on the N-terminal of full-length luciferase
(pDuexAn1RG), were used for the localization assay (Fig.12).

A

B

C
Figure 12. Schematic drawing of pDuex vectors used in the localization assay. A) pDuexAn1RG vector carrying a
35S; cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter, YFP; yellow fluorescent protein clone, Luiferase; full-length
luciferase clone, NosT; nopaline synthase terminator, Ori; the origin of replication and AmpR; ampicillin resistance
gene. B) pDuexAn1-AtTopVIB vector carrying a 35S promoter, YFP tagged to the N-terminal end of AtTopVIB;
R

full-length AtTopVIB clone, NosT terminator, Ori, and Amp . C) pDuexAc1-TopVIB vector carrying a 35S
promoter, YFP tagged to the C-terminal of AtTopVIB, NosT terminator, Ori, and Amp R.

For the AtTopVIB self-interaction assay, Gateway cloning was used to clone AtTopVIB
from the pENTRAtTopVIB plasmid into plasmids carrying the N-terminal fragment of luciferase
(pDuexAn6-AtTopVIB), the C-terminal fragment of luciferase (pDuexDn6-AtTopVIB). As a
control for the self-interaction assay, the N-terminal fragment of luciferase was cloned to the N-
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terminal of histone 2A (pDuexAn6-H2A) and the C-terminal fragment of luciferase was cloned
to the N-terminal of Histone 2B (pDuexDn6-H2B) (Fig.13).

A

B

C

D

Figure 13. Schematic drawing of pDuex vectors used in the self-interaction assay (split-luciferase
complementation assay). A) pDuexDn6-AtTopVIB vector carrying a 35S; cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter,
C-luc; C-terminal fragment of Renilla luciferase, AtTopVIB; full-length AtTopVIB clone, and NosT; nopaline
synthase terminator, Ori; the origin of replication and AmpR; ampicillin resistance gene. B) pDuexAn6-TopVIB vector
carrying a 35S promoter, N-luc; N-terminal fragment of Renilla luciferase, AtTopVIB clone, NosT terminator, Ori,
and AmpR. C) pDuexAn6-H2A vector carrying a 35S promoter, N-luc, H2A; full-length histone 2A clone, NosT
terminator, Ori, and AmpR. D) pDuexDn6-H2B vector carrying a 35S promoter, C-luc, H2B; full-length histone 2B
R
clone, NosT terminator, Ori, and Amp .

Localization Assay
To test the cellular localization of the AtTopVIB, Arabidopsis protoplasts were
transformed with plasmids expressing full-length luciferase tagged with YFP (pDuexAn1RG), or
AtTopVIB tagged with YFP at the N-terminal (pDuexAn1-AtTopVIB), or AtTopVIB tagged
with YFP at the C-terminal (pDuexAc1-AtTopVIB) (Fig. 12). YFP localization in protoplasts
was determined using fluorescence microscopy equipped with a YFP filter. Protoplasts were
stained with DAPI to identify nuclei. Protoplasts transformed with pDuexAn1RG were first
observed with microscope equipped with DAPI and YFP filters. The images clearly showed the
localization of the luciferase protein tagged with YFP in the cytosol and nucleus indicating no
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specific cellular localization of the luciferase protein (Fig. 14). Protoplasts transformed with
pDuexAn1-AtTopVIB were then observed under DAPI and YFP filters. Localization of the
pDuexAn1-AtTopVIB strictly to the nucleus of the protoplast indicated the specific localization
of AtTopVIB protein to the nucleus (Fig. 15). I was unable to identify YFP localization in
protoplasts transformed with pDuexAc1-AtTopVIB. A control protoplast in which plasmid
pDuexAc1-H2B, expressing histone 2B with YFP at its C-terminal was transformed, exhibited
expression of the fusion protein (data not shown). This suggested that expression of TopVIBYFP may have problems in its translation or at the post translational level.

20µm
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Figure14. A) Schematic drawing of An1RG showing the YFP tagged to the N-terminal of luciferase clone.
Deconvoluted images of Arabidopsis thaliana protoplast transformed with pDuexAn1RG. B) Transformed
protoplast stained with DAPI showing the localization of the DAPI in the nucleus. C) Transformed protoplast
showing the localization of YFP-luciferase in cytoplasm and the nucleus.
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Figure 15.A) Schematic drawing of An1-AtTopVIB showing the YFP tagged to the N-terminal of AtTopVIB clone.
Deconvoluted images of Arabidopsis thaliana protoplast transformed with pDuexAn1-AtTopVIB. B) Transformed
protoplast stained with DAPI showing the localization of DAPI to the nucleus. C) Transformed protoplast
showing a clear localization of YFP-AtTopVIB in the nucleus.
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Split-luciferase Complemention Assay
To test the AtTopVIB self-interaction, protoplasts were transformed with pDuexAn6AtTopVIB and pDuexDn6-AtTopVIB. Histone 2A and histone 2B were used as a control57. The
split-luciferase complementation assay was used to detect protein- protein interaction in an
organism of interest 57. In this assay, protein-protein interaction between the bait and prey protein,
fused to the N-terminal and C-terminal fragments of luciferase, complement the luciferase
activity. The average of 4 independent transformations for each experiment was compared in this
study (Fig. 16).

Relative luminescence Unit (RLU)
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Split-luciferase Assay

N=4
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pDuexAn6AtTopVIB+pD
uexDn6TopVIB

Tested Construct

pDuexAn6H2A+pDuexD
n6-H2B

0

Figure 16. The average of relative luminescence unit in Arabidopsis protoplast transformed with pDuexAn6-H2A
and pDuexDn6-H2B, or pDuex An6-AtTopVIB and pDuexDn6-AtTopVIB, or no DNA sample (Mock). (N is the
number of independent transformation for each experiment)

The protoplast transformed with pDuexAn6-TopVIB and pDuexDn6-TopVIB constructs
showed low luminescence, almost as the mock protoplasts. While the protoplasts transformed
with pDuexAn6-H2A and pDuexDn6-H2B constructs showed significantly high luminescence.
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This low luminescence production indicates no complementation of the split luciferase tags due
to the absence of AtTopVIB self interaction.
3.6 Discussion
The results of my amino acid homology search and structural prediction of AtTopVIB
identified two novel uncharacterized domains, the insertion in the N-terminal domain (IND) and
the extension in the C-terminal domain (ECD). Using particle bombardment transformation, it
has been shown that the N-terminal end (1-144 aa) of AtTopVIB tagged with green fluorescent
protein (GFP-AtTopVIB1-144) is localized to the nucleus in Arabidopsis seedlings54. Together
with my analysis, I suggest that the IND (86-154aa) may encode the NLS.
Shirasu et al. reported that AtTopVIB self-interacts in a yeast two-hybrid assay (Y2H)33.
However, my split-luciferase complementation assay results indicated that AtTopVIB interaction
was very weak, if it occurs, in Arabidopsis protoplasts. One explanation for this weak interaction
is the incorrect fusion of the split luciferase tags. In order for the luciferase enzyme to become
active, the N-terminal and the C-terminal fragments of split-luciferase protein have to be
properly oriented. In my control experience, the N-terminal and C-terminal luciferase fragments
were fused to the N-terminal end of H2A and H2B, respectively, and showed a significantly high
luminescence. Therefore, the low interaction of AtTopVIB using the split-luciferase assay may
be due to the artifact of the assay.
Another explanation is that other protein(s) in Arabidopsis protoplasts may bind to the
ECD region of the TopVIB protein, resulting in a low self-interaction of AtTopVIB. TopVIB has
been reported to interact with the TopVIA dimer and with itself54. In M.mazei, the selfinteraction of TopVIB occurs in Y2H only in the presence of ATP54. I suggest that the ECD
region may work as a “guard” that has a role in binding another protein blocking the self-
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interaction prior to ATP binding. Because a Y2H does not contain the Arabidopsis proteins that
may inhibit the AtTopVIB interaction, the data may not agree with my split-luciferase data.
However, I was unable to test the TopVIB interaction with the deleted ECD region using the
split-luciferase complementation assay because of time constraint.
In conclusion, I found the localization of TopVIB to the nucleus in Arabidopsis thaliana
using a YFP tagging system. The split-luciferase complementation assay suggests that there is an
insignificant self-interaction of AtTopVIB in a plant system. This may owe either to the artifact
of the split-luciferase complementation assay or to a possibility that other protein(s) are involved
in binding to the ECD region of AtTopVIB preventing self-interaction prior ATP binding. This
study has set the stage for my next goal: to carry the same assays using AtTopVIB with deleted
ECD or IND. This should better characterize the functionality of ECD and IND in the
localization and dimerization of TopVIB in higher plants.
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